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1. Int1"odμction.

This paper is an extension of one already published,* and deals with
the tides in an ocean bounded by two circles of latitude on a rotating
globe.

The introduction of two boundaries into the problem causes very 당reat

complexity; and it has been found necessary to omit the discussion of
many points of interest, in particular, the nature and magnitude of the
free periods of oscillation.

1 am again much indebted to Dr. T. H. Havelock for his advice and
assistance.

Origina.lly , in discussing the results, I had made numerical conlpari
SOIlS between the dynamical tides and the uncor’rected “ equilibriu111 "
tides. But, at the suggestion of a referee, to whom the paper was sub
mitted, I have substituted the “ corrected equilibrium" values. A 1'e
markable agreement, exhibited and explained on p. 223 resul ts. At his
suggestion I have also added a note making a comparison between the
dynamical tide heights found in the previous paper for a polar basin , and
the corresponding “ corrected equilibrium" values.

2. The Eqμations for the Tide.~ and their

The equations which express the small oscillations of a liquid 011 a

• Proc. London Math. Soc. , p. 31 of the present volume.
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rotating sphere are , in the usual notation ,

(/1 1 2 , d t.' s μC ’ 1 \n= ‘ ; "~\ ~ ν(1-μ2) 2 - - - } ll 'V ,-'- 1"'" dμ f ν(1-«~) I I
( μ d( ’ s(’ 1 l= {-ν(1-μ커 -- - } ). (1)

씨 ((2-μ~) l .f v \~ - P. J dμ 、/(1 -μ2) ' r (

빨 --옳 {“ν(1 -μ2) _ ν(픔μ자 } )

In these we have taken out the tilne-and-longitude factor , and put
μ = cos 0 = sine of latitude.

The part of the tide-producing potential whichdepends upon μ is, for
the three species :

and

(a) Ho(μ2_불) ，

(b) HI μ 、/ (1 -μ2) ，

(c) H 2 (1-μ~) .

The form of these quantities suggests the substitution

(= (1-μ2)8;2z ,

t = (1-μ2)8 끽，

and i ’ = (1-μ2)8/ 2 Z ’,

where s = 0, 1 or 2, according to the species of tide.

The first pair of equations (1) then becomes

ltν (1 - fJ.2) = 짧(큐탤) {(1-μ2)짧 -8μz’ (1+ 춘)l l. (2)

v = t안μ꺼，~/2 { 품 (1 -μ2)藍 -sz’ (1+ 핏) }J

On substituting these in the third equation (1), wehave

βz = 효 FμZ' (1+ 추) - (1 -μ2) 짧1 + S2Z’ + 8μ (1- 주) 짧
-aμ L- .f2-μ2 ..J I f'--μ’

、
‘,,/떠

where β- 싼딴 - 훗현쁘2- -
h gh

The coefficients of equation (3) are regular in the vicinity oC μ = 0;
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but they have singularities at the points

μ== ±f,

μ== ± 1 ,

-ma
μ = ∞

The points μ = ±"f may be shown to be “ apparent singularities." * At
the points μ = ± 1, we have indices 0 and 1; while the point μ = ∞

does not appear in the problem before us.
In choosing the form of the solution, the nature of the zone 111ust be

considered. If the pole μ = +1 is included, a series of the type

z=(μ- 1) [A o+A 1 (μ- 1 ) +A2 (μ _ 1 )2+ ...J

would be most usefu l. As such a series would usually be convergent up
to the other singularity μ = -1, this would be a comprehensive form
including all polar basins , even 바lose covering more than a hemisphere.
The period equation would be 와iven hy the expression which states that
the meridional velocity is zero along a certain circle of latitude. For a.
zone bounded by two circles of latitude, however , this series is not con
venient; as , since the indices differ by an integer, the companion integral
will contain a logarithm. In spite of the obvious advantages of such a
series in the case of a polar basin, no use has been made of it; fOl' the
recurrence relation between the coefficients is very conlplex and difficult to
handle: even in the simplest case (the tides of the first species) this rela
tion contains four terms ,

If series of powers of μ be used , we get two comparatively simple
integrals, one an odd and the other an even function of μ. These are
convergent up to the singularities μ == ± 1, and so can be applied to any
zone bounded by two circles of latitude. But if we wish to include the
poles, a second and rather troublesome condition luust be added. In
what follows , series of the latter class alone are used; and the basins are.
consequently, such as do not include the poles ,

By putting, in (3),

sμz’ (1+ 곧)-(1-μ2) 략’ =x(‘r-μ2) ，
\ II aμ

(4)

* Lac. cU. , p. 34.

SER. 2. VOL. 14. NO. 1234. I ’
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we find βz = sX+ 흙 藍+쩔
μ(1+ 춘) 따

(:'"i)

Nowassume
00

z’ = ~A사AlL，
0

z= ~B" ‘μ1‘，
0

and
싸

C∞
Z”-X

'Ve then find

{s+n (1+ 훈)} ι= (1+춘) β (A펴Bn- I) - 흙빠1 ) A n + 1 :

and, on substituting in (4) and eliminating the C’s,

A (n+1)(n+2)
π+ 2 s+(n+ 1)(1 + Iff)

( 1v;(1-1/f)+n(n-1) .-L β:.12 l+A I/ ~ -8-l U s+ (n-1)(1 + 1/ f) ’ s+(n+l) (1+1/{) I

A β
-L:l n - 2 .~+ (n-1)(1 十Iff)

=-Bn I r I 렛-i I "1 I ~ +Bn-2
””‘--‘

1
\

If the ocean is bounded by circles of latitude, we must have, at each ,
u = 0; or

ζ 「β (1+1!l)(An - 1+B n - I ) -s /.f°2 (n+ 1) A셔11 μ - (\,'- ,- I -'." '--'IJ-...,L . ' _~/':-;/ '1 I;:"' ,--, -, --'''TI 1μ = O. (7):0 L s+n(l+ljf) J'~ - '"'

But if the ocean extends up to and includes the pole , this condition is to
be replaced by the statement that the series ~Anμ“ is convergent with its
first and second derivatives for μ ==±l.

The values of B entering into the tide-raising potential are confined
to B o, B I , and B 2 ; hence, in discussing the convergence of the series
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~Anμ?‘， we may omit the right-hand side of (6). We then find

( ns(I-1/.f)+n (η- 1) βf2
A%+2/A% = {s+ -I <> I s+(n-l)(1+1//) s+ω+1) (1 + 1 /1)

β 1 I s+(n+l)(I+I/I)
S+ (n-l)(1 +1//) A n/A n - 2J (n+ l)(n+2)

Whatever finite value 1 may have, it is clear that A n +2/A n tends to the
limit 0 or 1. In the first event, the series ~Anμ1h is valid up to and in
eluding the poles. In the second we have, more precisely,

Limit A2ra+2/A2짜 = 1-￡ + 혔 ,
m---+∞

where ωm is less than a fixed finite quantity for all values of nt greater
than a given value. Hence, in this case , the series is only valid so long
as Iμ I< 1; that is, up to , but not at , the pole. It is evident then, that
if we wish to determine a series that will express the height of the tide at
the poles we must determine the arbitrary quantities so that the condition

Limit A n +2/A n == 0,
n-→~o。

(8)

is fulfilled.
It is further clear from (6) that two independent series are l'epre

sented, viz. ,
(i) A。十A2μ2+A4μ4+ +A2rμ2 1'+ ... ,

and (ii) Alμ+A3μ3+A 5μ5+ +A2r+lμ2'1' + 1 + ....

The zonal oceans that can be discussed by means of the preceding an뻐a샤81때8

fall into two set뼈s which are best examined sepa없ra해’Ite따ly as follow:

(i) A Zonal Ocean bounded by TψoPα1"αllels of Lαtitμde Symmetricαlly

Placed with regα'I'd to the Eql.lαtor.

For convenience, write

_f ns(I-1/!)+η (n- I) βf2 l s+(nj-l)(l+ 11.f)
~ -8- ".... ,-" \~ '-IJ...~ ,!... ':": J 1''1. ..... / + . I I':''' ....... t ... I r\. ~-1 u s+(n-1)(1+1//) I s+(η + 1)(1+ 1//) J (n+ 1)(π+ 2)

M >l. == β s+(n+3)(I+I/!)
“ s+(n-1)(1+1//) (n+3)(η+4)

and
-S/!2. nμ?-1 l β(1+1/f) 꾀+1

an = " 1 、 I'" I ... Il' ‘ I s+(n+l)-(1+1/j)·
p 2

‘.,/
QU/‘

‘‘
、
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Also let the boundaries be the circles of latitude arc sin μ1 and
arc sin (-μ1)·

In seeking for comprehensive expressions that will represent the
facts of all three tide-species, the differences of the three forms of tide
producing potentialnlust be noted. For the first species 130 and B 2 both
appear, for the second B 1, and for the third B o' only. The int마roduc샘h바ion of
the two coef퍼fic따ient뼈s for the long period tides conlp아lica따，ιte잃s the general
p맑rocess， so that a s따Ii빵ght뼈t v때aJ꾀1

found advisable. But for the second and third species, where only one
coefficient appears, we shall giγe but one expression , and we shall suppose
that only Eo is present. To cover species 2, this will simply necessitate
placing the additional quantities in the right-hand side of the equations
for the odd tenns instead of the right-hand side of the equations for the
even terms. vVith this understanding the following analysis may be re
garded as conlprehending the two cases 8 == 1 and 8 == 2.

Let B o == H s == KA o•

Then fronl (6) and (7), the equations to be satisfied are

(~월fJa +Lo) Ao +A :2 ==0

{ (8β(s+3+3f)K t I- ]JI o ~ Ao+ L2 ι1~+.A4 == 0 ~， (10떠(8+1+1 1}) 3.4 ~'~U I ~~U I ~~.~~， ~~! - I

-ill딩 ιI 끽+ I，q A .1+ A 6 == 0 I

L 1A1+Aa == 0 I

-1111£1 1+ L a£1 a+A 5 == 0 Ir, (lOb)
-·ll1SA 3+ L 5A 5+ A 7 == 0 I

{ (1+1κ)β t Ao+a; Al+a;A :a+ == 0 '1κ까1 +a~ ~ Ao+a; Al+a;A :a+ == 0 l
8+1+1付 J .......U I '-"W 1 ...- 1 I '--~ ......... .& I ••• - '-' I

~ . (10e)

{ (1+1jf)βKμ1 -u~ t A o+ui £1 1-a;A2+.·· == 0 f- I -따~ Ao+따 £1 1-떠 .11 2+ ... == 0 Is+1+1lf O | U !

This group of equations represents both the free and the forced 08cilla
tions. For, in the case of the former , κ == 0 and f can then be deter
mined; in the case of the latter, 1 is known and K (or A o) can be deter
mined.
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It is easily seen that, as in the case of an ocean wholly covering the
globe, there are two possible systems of free oscillations: the first is
characterized by symmetry with l'egard to the equator and has a non-zero
height there; the second is asymmetric with regard to the equator and
has a zero height there.

By a process of step-by-step elimination of the quantities A from
(10a) and OOe), we have, in the litllit, the following infinite determinantal
equation

(1 + I /.f) βKμ! + ’ ’
,

’ 1= o. (1 1)
8+1+1// “ ‘/..) ‘I.-l ‘.(,;

딴["2 1 0 ‘l2 +Lo

(s+8+3까)β~ - JI £2 1 o
(8+ 1 + 1If) 3 . 4

o -JLz. L .J 1

Taking advantage of the notn,tion

~"=| ’ ’‘I. " ‘.l n 4-:.! /J. j ’ + -t

L n 1 0

-JI'L I~fl+:.! 1

to which may be added the relation between succes:5ive ~'8，

~~ = a;，-Ln~~+2+ .Llln쇠 ..- .. ;

we tind the following reduced form of eqnation (11)

or

A ’ .......... -βxμ1 (1 ~_l.'l) + 호한 ~~- \8+3+3/싹쩍εμ
s+I+1μ I 2 -ll (.~ + 1+ 1If) 3.4 ‘

4o~~ = r-βμ1(1+1까) + 띄갇파- (s+3+8/.l>β ~41 H.~. (12)
U - L 8+1+1 1.1 I 2 -~ (8+1+1 1.IP1.4 -'tJ

Equation (12) shows that the free periods are given by the trauRcendental

equation ~~ = O.

A corresponding equation can be written down from (l Ob) and (IOe) for
the other system of free oscillations.
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(ii) A Zanαl Beα bounded by Two Circles of Lαtitμde not SY'Jnη~e tricαll!l

Placed witAη'egard to the E q'ltα tor.

Let the circles of latitude be arc sin (μ1) anrl arc sin (μ~).

tiona to be satisfied are then (10α)， (lOb) , and
The eqna-

(13)

f (1 + 1 //) βKμ j
l I +aA l A。+이A I+따 A2+ · .. =0 Is+1+1/.f I ""., I ~~O I ""tL~ l I "":l~"'\:! I - '-' I

{(첼￥jr魔‘녘 +a:: : Ao+a?A1+“~A ~+ = 0 J

By the same process as before, we find that, in ol'der that (10α.) ， (lOb),
and (13) may be consistent, we must have

A o I (1+1:/)βKμ!+ ’ ’ ’ ’8+1+1 ，~f , Uo
(ι， (t-t u ‘ ;

「8κTf-2 +L。 1 0 0

_ (8+3十 i? il~βK -Mo L 2 1 0
(8+1+1 j ’) 3. -l

0 -1112 L-! 1

+A11 퍼
, , ,

... 1=0; (14)U3 «5 U;

L 1 1 0 0

-IJf} L;{ 1 0

0 -IJI3 L 5 1

together with a similar equation, in which μ1 is replaced by μ2'

In the same manner as before these reduce to

「 (1+ 1 1f) βμ βF (.~+3+3/f) β . ~낀 l
AoAo+A}꾀 = l - - l + - 싫- l lL 8+1+11 I 2 -~ (s+1+1(f)3.4J ....L 8 1

- ~" (15)

AoA~+Al파 =f-(1+1/[)β씬 +혈4”- 서3+ 3 f)β 폐 |L- 8+1+1/1 '2 u2- (8+1+1 f) 3.4 J .L.L.~-'

For the free oscillations, the right-hand lllelllbers disappear, and there
remains a pair of silnultaneous transcendental equations which determine
f and the ratio A 1/A o. There will be a double infinity of free period닝 ·

Equations (10α) and (lOb) complete the solution by determinin앙 all the
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coe뻐cients A in terms of Ao, which is left arbitrary. In the case of the
forced oscill따ions， (15) determine Ao and Al uniquely, and the solution is
completed again in the same manner.

If one boundary be the equator itself, say μ2 = 0 , we see from (9) that
all the quantities 싸， excepting 꾀， are ZAro; and

1-F.
헬
s

For such a basin, the period equations will be (14), and

Aol 0 0 0 +A 1 -1//2 0 0 .. 1 = 0. (16)

L。 1 0 £1 1 0

-~Io £2 1 -i1f1 La 1

:From (14) and (16) it is at once clear that Al = 0, and

~~ = o. (17)

Hence there i~ only a single system of free periods, and the corl'espondin십

oscillations are symmetrical. Equation (17) is precisely that already given
for the free periods in Case (i) above. The eft‘'ect of the boundary at the
equator is, then, to cut out the asymmetrical system of oscill빠ions.

Numerical examples have been worked out for two cases: a narrow
basin bounded by circles of latitude 30° and 14° 30’, wholly on one side of
the equator; and one bounded by circle님 of I빠itude 300 and -14° 30’,
including the equator. From these a fair idea may be obtained of the
effect of such boun6laries in modifying the tides; and a comparison with the
equilibrium and complete ocean theories can be made without involvin~‘

hopelessly complex arithmetical work.

3. Tl:des of the Firs~ Species.

Inthe general solution worked out in ~ 2, it was assumed that the
tide- producing potential contained only one term, and we took it to be B o•
In the case of the tides of the first specie님 ， however, the potential is
Ho{μ2_융)， and hence two terms, Bo and B 2, appear. The general method,
with the two quantities B , becomes very complicated; but a slight modi
fication, applicable to the first species only, will enable us to simplify it.
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In eqnations (2) and (3), put ,<; == 0. We then find

and

「 1 1 “ 2、 d~ ’「

싫 L 、‘ l2 〔 / gμJ+β(~’+f) == 0,

'll== 7씨1 -μ자 화
- 4m( f~’-μ2) dμ .

If we now assume, in the vicinity of μ == 0,

1 at' ::..
히--꾀 -:~ == ~ A “ « It,
(L._μ:! dμ jl 「 0 ” r ,

(18)

(1 9 )

(20)

and substitute in (18 ), we find

2 A I ~2 μ2 .f2~쉰-.1 0 3 I I 1 .1.'2
ψ == D+f2A oμ+.rA 1 융 +.1 '~::l3 μ + ... +(1 ‘ 4n - 1 - A ,' - 3) 강 +... :

(21)
and the general relation between the coefficients is

A.,’+ 1+A n- 1 ( 셔[2 -1)--， 흐-A --」a- B
T 님 \ n (n+ l) -~J -n(n+ l) ’1- 3 - - n + l

This holds for all values of n except n == 0, when the relation is

AI+βD==- βBo·

(22)

(28)

μ== ±1,Since we are excluding the possibilities
tions are, from (19),

the houndarv condi-

~A Ilμ~ = o and ~A /I μ ~~ == 0.

If we use the notation of *2, but note that now

T _ (jf 2 1

ιit - (n+1)(n+2) -~ and Jl., == -.. -.-_효 -(n+3)(n+4) ’

and form the determinants as before, we find

and

Al꾀+Ao~~ == 흥 Ho폐
AI~~+Ao 파 = 흉 메ll~ f

(24)

For the free oscillations we reject the right-hand luembers of (24), and
Rolve the pair of simultaneous transcendental equations for f and A I/A o•

It hanUy seems possible to do this with any satisfaction. When we deal
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with the narrow basin (μ1 - 훌， μ2= 풍)， the values of .f are very large,
a.nd even a rou양h approximation is difficult to obtain , In the other
example chosen, however, (μ1- 훌， μ2=- 울)， the values of f are smaller
and some idea of their order of value may be obtained by rejecting the
fourth and higher powers of μ1l and the third and higher powers of μ~，

For the forced oscillations, Al and Ao are determined from (24) , It is
to be noted that the determinants required are readily found from the
recurrence relation

jJ = μ~-L'I .l:' +i+ illn .;.1;'+4'

Afterwards (22) and (23) enable us to find D and the remaining coefficients

A; and , finally, the value of ~， = ~’+~， is detel'milled from (21).

(i) ZonαI GceαJl bounded by Cl:rcles (~l [.Jα t i tllde 14°30’ αnd 30°.

The following values of the first (and lowest) frequency were obtained
by the method just indicated. rrhey must he regarded as very rough
approximations indeed.

., i 4ω2α2 σ2 \
It is to be noted that φ‘2 (= ...: l-:;J..2) is indepelldent of (I' , and as

\ gh 4ω2

JI is not involved in the approximation we are using, these values of the
frequencies are obtained without reference to the rotation. This in itself,
however, will not greatly vitiate the results, as the effect of the rotation
is known to be snlall in low latitudes, reducing to zero at the equator.

The value we obtain is βtj2 = 54. Hence

β = 5, 10, 20 , 40;

Depth == 58 ,080, 29 ,040, 14 ,520, 7,260 feet;

f(== 옳) = 3'3, 2'3, 1'6, 1·2.

As an example of a forced tide we take the case of the lunar fortnightly,
for which f2 == ·00133 ,

The expressions for the lunar fodnightly tides in the same ocean are
the following; each expression is to be multiplied by the factor cos (σt+ £) .

β == 5; depth == 58 ,080 feet:

(jHo == - '146-·0002μ+1·000，μ2+·0518μ3-'182μ4+'0310μ5+·157μ6

+'0317심+·0946μ8+·0273μ9+'0869μ10
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β == 10; depth == 2!l ,040 ‘ feet :

(iHo == - ·146-'0005μ+1'001μ2+·104μ3-'365μ4+·0621μ5+·313μ6

+'0799μ'7+·1437μ8+·0737μ9+·1598μ10

β == 20; depth == 14 ,520 feet:

~/Ho == - '146-'0009μ+1'002μ2+'207μ°-'725μ4+'1211퍼+'629μ6

+'236μ'7+·1045파+·229μ9+·263μ10

β == 40; depth == 7,260 feet:

~/Ho == - ·147 -'0017μ+1·004피+·417μ°-1·456성+·246μ5+1'385μ“

+'7702μ'7_·418μ8+·782μH+·458μ10

(ii) Zo사ιlOceαn bounded by Circles of LαtUude 30。 αμd -14°30 ’.

The approximate frequency equation is

더:j' 'l. == 14.3.

Hence we have the following rough values of the lowest frequencies for
the different depths:

β = 5, 10, 20, 40 ;

Depth == 58 ,080, 29 ,040, 1파，520， 7 ,260 feet;

f (== ;w) == 1'7 1'2, '85 , ·60.

It iH at once obvious that there is no possibility of synchronism of the
lunar fortnightly tide with any of the free tides ,

Expressions for the lunar fortnightly tides in the same ιonal ocean
the ~eries must each be multiplied by the factor cos (σt+ e) ，

β == 5; depth == 58 ,080 feet:

~ H o == - '0619+'0001μ+1'0002μ2-'0171녕-·0779μ4-'0102μ5

+'226μ6-'0103μ'7+'160μ8_·009μ9+'143μiO

β == 10; depth == 29 ,040 feet:

~ H o == - '0613+'0001μ+1'0004파-'0336념-·155μ4-'0202μ5

+'449μ6_·0279μ'7+·302μ8_·0257μ9+·306μ10
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β = 20; depth = 14,520 ‘f p,et :

~fHo = - °0601+°0002μ +1°0007μ2_°0655μ8_°302μ4_°0389μ5

+°911μ6_°0747μ7+°546μ8·_°0724μ9+°688μ10

,8 = 40; depth = 7 ,260 jeet :

~/Ho = - °0578+°0005μ+1°0014μ2_°123μ8-'581μ4-"0718μ5

+1°84μ6_°228μ7+°796μ8_°281μ9+1°72μ10

4o Tides oj Second Specieso

In preparing the formuloo for these, we must bear ill mind that the
general formulre previously given must be modified by the transferenee of
the tide-producing terms into the odd, instead of the even coefficientso

If in the quantities of (9) we put s = 1, and take the tide-producing
potential as containing one term only B1, = H17 we find , In place of (10α)

and nOb) , after putting HI = KA, .

=0

AoLo+‘야 = 0)

-Ao}/o+A2L2+A 4 == 0 { ,

Al (L 1+앓) +Aa

Al (-1\/ 1- 짧폼) +LgA3+A a == 0

(25a.)

(25b)

-AsJJIa +L5A s+A7 = 0

'J1he boundary condition (7) also becomes

~a:~An =- 흉βHIμ? ; (26)

where - -1J.f 2 Ii ι-1 J β(1+ Iff) 1£+1
all = 1+(n-lμ1 + 1 /j) μ1 '1+(n+1)(1+1fj) μ I

In place of equations (15), we find

I 3β ” β , 13β 、 l
Aod~+Ald; == HI ~ - or μ~ + 화 ds- 찮 d~) I

I 3β ” β 1/ 13β \ l
Aod~+Ald~ = HI ~ - or μ~+앓3- 펴 d~;) ,

(27)
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'fhese equations are treated in precisely the sanIe l11anner as those of the
first species.

For the forced tides, we have taken as typical the luni-solar diurnal
for which f is rigorously 꽃， 'fhe numet·ical work is also simplified
thereby , It is to be noticed that equations (25α) and (25b) are then satis
tied by putting

A o = A 2 = A 4 = '" = .A 3 = Aij = .. , = 0 , and K = - 1 ;

z’ = ~Alμ =-H1μ，

f::JK βK . 13
for then both L 1+찮 and Jf1+ r-1표 equal zero ,

solution

Hence there is a

or

and

i ’ =z'v"( l -μ2) = - HIμν(1 -μ2) ;

~=~’+t = o.
This is Laplace's celebr빠ed theorem that the luni-solar diurnal tide is
evanescent when the ocean is of uniform depth and cov딩1'8 the whole
globe. It is to be noted, however, that the condition (20) is not satisfied
by this solution.

For the free periods we reject the right-hand side of (27) and elilninate
Ao and A 1. The result is

~h꾀-~{ .l~ == 0 ,

The complicated way in which .f enters into each of these detenllinants
makes it hopeless to attempt to find even rough values of the free periods.
As shown later on , all that can he done is to ascertain approxir끄ately those
critical depths at which a free mode coincides with a selected forced llloae.

'fhe forced tides are, however, not so difficult to obtain ,

(i) Zonal Oceαn bounded by Circles of Lαtitnde 30。 α ltd 14‘강0’ .

Luni-solar diurnal tides; each expression lnust he nlldtiplied by the
factor cos (σt+φ+e).

β = 5; depth == 58,080 ‘ feet :

~/Hl = [-7·26-9'99μ2-14·8μ4-16'3μ6-17'5μ8-18'2μ10+"

+·756μ-'1575μ3+·202μ5+'170μ7+·185μ!:l ." ] ν(1-μ깐.

β = 10; depth = 29 ,040 feet:

t/H} = [ -'5845-'438μ2-1'49μ4-1·54μ(j-1·82μH-1·97μ10+ ， ..

+'858μ-·358μ3+·510μ5+'339μ7+·417μU.. , Jν(1-μ:.!) ,
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β == 20; dej)th == 14,520 feet:

tH1 == [-'411+'206μ2-1'63 앙-1'04μ6-1'75μ8-1'93μ10+ ， ..

+'661μ-'553년+'848μ5+'322μ7+'608μ9.. ,J、/(1 -μ2) ，

β == 40; depth == 7,260 feet:

t!H1 == [-'264+'793μ2-2'20μ4+'228μ6-1'98μ8-1'61μ10+ ...

+'395μ-'639μ3+1'샌μ5-'0415μ7+'833μ9 ‘] 、1\1 -μ2) ，

(ii) Z(씨al Geeα，μ bonnded b!J Circles of Lαt-itude 30° and -140 30’.

Luni-sola.l' diurnal tides: each expression 111ust be nlultiplied by
the factor cos (π t+ψ+ e) ，

β == 5; depth 5H,080 feet :

(HI == [-1'33-1'83μ2-2'72μ4-3'없μ6-3':15μH-3'59μ10十 ， ' .

+1'094μ-'229μ3+'310μ5+'131μ7+'155μ\) .. ,Jν(1-μ2)，

,8 == 10; depth 29 ,040 ‘ f eet :

~/}-ll == [-'241-'181μ:!-'569μ4-'595μ “-'69Uμ선-'759μ10+ ， ..

+1'184μ-'493μ3+'703μ5+'470μ7+'542μ9.. ,Jν(1-μ2)，

,8 == 20; depth 14，5~O feet:

{HI == [-"IH6+'0980μ2-'344μ ‘-'169μ6-'323μ l:!-'350μ10+ ...

+1'472μ-1'23μ3+1'76μ5+'628μ7+1'204μ9.. ,Jν(1-μ01) ，

/"-3 == 40; depth 7,260 feet:

(,'Il l == [-'258+'774μ2-2'15μ4+'305μ6-1'904μ8-1'50μ10

+2'914μ-4'86μ3+8'74μ5-'502μ7+5'96μ\) ...Jν(1-μ2).

5 , 1~ides of Third Species.

The formulre already found, viz" (10α) ， (lOb), (18) and (15) , are ready
for use in the case of the third species, if we put s == 2, Only one term
appears in the tide-producing potential, viz" B o == H 2 , rrhe procedure is
in every case precisely the Bame aB before,

As a typical example of a forced tide of this species I have worked Oltt
the luni-solal' semi-diurnal tide for the two oceans selected , For thiB tide
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f isrigorously unity , The other semi-diurnal tides have values of f not
differing much from this ,

As in the case of tbe tides of the second species, it was found im
possible to obtain even a rough estimate of the free periods ,

(i) ZoηαlOceα.'n bo·unded by Cψ'cles of Latitude 30° and 14° 30’·
Luni-solar semi-diurnal tide; each expression must be multiplied by

the factor cos (σt+ 2φ+e) ，

β = 5; depth = 58 ,080 feet:

~/H2 = ['8왜-2'58μ2-2'53μ4-3'76μ6-4'80μ8-5'86μ10+ ...

+2'53μ +2'95μ3+4'74μ5+6'10μ7+7'46μ9...J (1-μ2) ，

β = 10; depth = 29 ,040‘ f eet :

{/H2 = [-'554-1'89μ2-2'50μ4-3'61μ6-4'59μ~-5'61μ10+ ...

-'311μ-'104μ3-'363μ5-'433μ7-'545μ9... ] (1-μ2) ，

β = 20; depth = 14 ,520 feet:

t/H2 = [-0'042-2'71μ2-1'40μ4-2'81μ“-2'67μ8-3'45μ10+ ...

+'668μ-'890μ3+1'56μ5十'769μ7+1'30.μ9...J(1-상) .

β = 40; depth = 7,260 feet:

~/H2 = [-'030+2'49μ2-4'35μ4+2'20μ6-2'89μ8-1'02μ10+ ...

+1'47μ-6'87μ3+8'35μ5-5'98μ7+1'81μ9...J (1-μ2) ，

(ii) Zonal Ocean boμnded by C깐'cles of Lαtitμde 30° and -14° 30’.

Luni-solar semi-diurnal tides; each expression must be multiplied by
the factor cos (σ t+ 2φ+€) ，

β == 5; depth = 58 ,080 feet:

~/H2 = [ -3'52-4'76μ2-8'89μ4-12'15μ6-15'59μ8-19"03μ10_

-1'51μ-1'76μ3-2'83μ5-3'74μ7-4'67μ9 ...J(1-μ2)，

8 = 10; depth = 29 ,040 feet:

~/H2 = [-'509-1'98μ2-2·50μ4-3~66μ6-4'64μ8-5'67μ10+ .. ,

+'215μ+'0718μ3+'251μ5十'299μ7+'377μ9 ... J (1-μ2).
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β = 20; depth = 14 ,520 feet:

~:'/H2 = [-1'818+9'73μ2-6'06μ4+5'28μ6-2'019μ8+3'샌μ10+" ，

+11'4μ-15'2μ3+11'4μ5+·!)00μ7+4'56μ!} ",J (1 -μ2) ,

β = 40; depth = 7,260 feet:

t/H2 = [-'048-2'23μ2+'083μ4-4'45μG-2'47μ8-4'39μ10+."

+1'48μ-6'91μ3+8'39μ;}-6'02μ7+1'82μ9 ", J (1-μ2) ，

6 , Di8cussioπ of Results.

(i) The fortnightly tide.
We shall compare the numerical values of the tide-heights found in

the preceding sections with the theory of an ocean wholly covering the
globe ,* and with the “ corrected equilibrium" theory , For the latter we
PI’oceed to :find the correction to be applied for such a zonal ocean as we
are discussing, of which the boundaries are μland μ2' The complete ex
pression for the “ equilibrium" tide is

t == H o(μ2_뭘) cos(πo t+ eo) + C.

Bnt over the whole zone we lunst have

JJ ~dS == 0,

where dB is an element of surface.
On perforl11ing the integration we find

C=- 줬O녔μ2μ1 +μi- I) cos ('To t+eo)

The entries in the table are calculated from these expressions.

TABLE 1. Dceα11， bounded by Circles of Lαtitude 30° and 140 30 ’ .

13=5 13 = 10 β = 20 d =--=-to

T,at it udes.

30~ 14() 13’ 30° 14° 30’ 30° 14 30 ’ 30~ 14030’

Present Theory ....... -103 -'084 '102 - '083 '100 -'083 '092 -'083

Complete Ocean Theory ., , -'O:W -'176 '021 - '095

Corrected Equilibrium Theory '104 -'083 '104 -'083 '104 -'083 '104 -'083

* Darwin, Proc. Roν . Soc. , Vo l. XLI (1886) , p. 337. (Calcnlated for 13 = 10 and 40 only , )
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TABLE I I. Gceαn bounded bν Circles ot' Latitude 30니 and -14030’.

13=5 β =10 f3 = 20 β= 40

Latitudes.

30~ 14° 30' ~O° 14°30’ 30° 14° 30' 30° 14°30’

Present Theory '184 '0006 '1H3 '0012 '178 '0026 '170 '0048

Complete Ocean Theory - - -'020 -'176 - - '021 -'095

Corrected EquiliLrium Theory .. , '1875 l'Iel'O '1875 ", e l' o '1875 i\e ro '1875 zero

(Each :figure in the entries to be multiplied by Hn. )

The important fact that stands out from these tables is the close
appeoxin1ation of the “ corrected equilibrium" tide to the true dynamica.l
tide. rrhis n1ay also be exhibited analytically as follows.

From equations (1) we find for the tide of first specie~

//"1 .2、 j d~ dt ) i
μ2) V \.L 一f"'"! \ 값 - 경과 t ,

빨 -- 앓 {uν(1 -μ2)} ,
(~8)

From these we find

It d 2 -ut.션-μ2) σ 얄
--- -김 IIν(] -μ~) == :"~:J :; I - 7- ~~
41;μα dμ ν(1-μ2) 4m, dμ .

On integrating,

f_1 foJ J ll\f '2- μ앙) l_ σ f J:
-.-'-"- II、1 ( 1 -μ2) + \ dμ \dμ { } - -l ￡ dμ +E1μ+과.J t (,P' Jt (,P' 1 ν(1-μ2) J - 4m J

f eZμ J aμ {$펀二뤘낯 U)dμ)dμ { 상J느It:) }

If U be the melμ;낀et페b

then

손 u f學+ (쓸 - 1) 삶 + ... ~

Now by the original supposition of infinitely small motions upon which
eqnations (1) were based, U is a quantity whose squ,u'e may be neglected.
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If then 션 a.nd μ4 be at least of the same order as U, the term we are diH
cussing may be neglected in comparison with that preceding it. Hence

i싫 IIν(1 -μ2) ==_짧\~d，μ+E1μ+꾀·
Q'" I";'""

On applying the conditions 'lt == 0 at μ = μ1 and μ = μ2' we have

and

E2 == 0,

El = A lll(lZ-μ1) It rdlA

Finally, by the second of equations (28) ,

_ 1 Iμ- -

(== {---二← \ {dμ.
""2 ,.‘1 J/ J. l

'fhis is rigorously the expression for the “ corrected equilibrium ’ ‘ tide
height.

The term we have neglected was compared with the term

i싫g ltν(1-μ2)，

h
and we tacitly 없surned that the fraction A:" _ was not small enough to

4mα

reduce the order of the term. If, however,h be reduced greatly in value,
the approximation we have found will be less satisfactory. This is the
explanation of the fact that in the table the agreement of the theories is
leHH close as β increases, that is, as It decreases.

(ii) Diurnal tide.

The tables give the tide heights at the corresponding latitudes.

T ABLE III. Ocea'n bou'nded bν Oircles of Lαtitude 30。 αnd 14° 30’.

#=5 β =10 13 = 20 β = 40

Latitudes.

30。 14° 30 ’ 30。 14α 30' 30'。 14°30’ 30。 14° 30 ’

Present Theory , •• -9'23H,-7'51H. -'364Hj -'396H. -'168H. -'240H. - '045H1 -'129H1

EqTuhi1eioblr-yim#n
j
)

+ ·433H. + '242H1 + '433Hj + '242Ht + '433H, + '242Ht + ·433H. +'242Ht

* The correction to the “ equilibrium ’ ‘ theory in thi ,..;

“3 서‘ is zero ,

SER. 2. VOl, . 14. XO. 1235 , Q
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TABLE IV. Ocean bounded by Cψ'c les of Latitude 30° and -140 30 ’.

13=5 1:3 = 10 13 = 20 13 = 40

Latitudes.

:i0。 -14030’ 30。 -14030’ 30。 _14° 30’ 30。 _14°30’

Present Theory... -1'30H1 -1'67H1 +'193Hl -'532Hj + '475H1 -'524H1 + '843H1 -'843Hl

EqTuhieliobrryiu*m
)’ + '433H1 -'242H1 +'433Hl -'242H1 + '433Hl -'242Hl +'433Hl -'242Hl

The luni-solar diurnal tide is, as already mentioned, evanescent in the
eomplete ocean theory.

In Table III, the high magnitudes of the tide heights when β == 5 are
due to approximate synchronism. While the complexity of the period
equation makes it almost impossible to get even an approximate idea of
the values of the free periods, yet with a little trouble we may find rough
values of β (or h) which would cause synchronism between the free oscilla
tions and the forced oscillations of a given character. So that, if in the
equations [derived from (27)J

Ao~~+Al~i == 0)

Ao~~+Ald~ == 0 J ’
(29)

,ve substitute the suitable values for μ1 and μ2' put f == 꽃， and take only
the first terms in each determinant, we get an algebraic equation for β.

By this method, great exactness is not attainable, but a su퍼cient indica
tion of the position of the critical depths can be found.

Corresponding to Table III, we find β == 3'1, 33S.
Corresponding to Table IV, we find β == 3'S, 46.
As will be shown presently, the first root is usually too small; the

second is probably considerably wrong, and is only useful for showing
that the higher roots indicate depths quite out of the range here COll

sidered. To give greater confidence to the results, I have worked out the
values of d~~~-마 ~~ for β == 4 and β == 5. The former gives +'451f> ,
and the latter - '2242; showing that the critical depth lies between those
given by β == 4 and 5. For the larger basin, the values of the same ex
pression for β = 4 and β = 5 are, respectively, 十 ' 9 1 6 9 and -1'2239.
Tha critical depth is again between those given by β == 4 and β == ~).
But as the ya l'iation of the function between values given by β == 4 and 5

* See note on previous page.
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is much more rapid in the latter than in the former case, the effect of a
small departure from the critical depth in the latter case is to reduce
much more rapidly the height of the tide; hence in Table IV , for β =5,
the heights are not far from normal.

Neither the theory of the ocean completely covering the globe nor the
equilibrium theory offers any useful indication of the correct tide heights.

(iii) Semi-diurnal tide.

TABLE IV. Gceαn bounded by Oi1'cles of Lαti tμde 30。 αnd 14° 30’.

~=5 ~ = 10 β = 20 β = 40

Latitudes ,

30。 14° 30’ 30。 14°30’ 30。 14° 30’ 30。 14:" 30’

Present Theory 1"36H2 '348H2 -1'09H~ -"734H2 -'436H, -'063H2 + '363H, + '361H.

CompTlheeteorOycean)j 1"25H2 l'75H2 5'86H2 8'56H2 -'445H.‘ -l'56H~ +6·90H. -l'02H~

EqT11hie1iobrryiu#m Il + '75H~ + '94H2 ... '751좌 + '94H2 +'75파 + '94H2 + '75H2 + '94H2

TABLE V. Gceα11， bounded by Cψ'c les of Latitude 30。 αnd -1':F 30’.

~=5 ~ = 10 β = 20 fj = 40

Latitudes ,

30。 -14°30’ 30。 _14° 30’ 30。 _14° 30’ 30。 _14" 30’

Present Theory". -4"98H2 -3'23H2 -"837H2 -"655Hi +3'36H2 -3'61H1 -'443H2 -'429H:

COInpT1heetoe Ocean l l'25H" l'75H2 5'86H2 8'56H2 -'445H.z -1"56H2 6'90H~ -1·02H.
ry J

뻐! qTuhilibrimn jl '75H2 '94H2 '75H2 '94H2 '75H2 "94H2 "75H" '94Hzeory·

The values of β roughly indicating critical depths for these tides are,
for the first ocean, 2'2 and 84; for the second, 2'8 and 18. These num
bel's account for the higher nlagnitude of the tides, in Table Y, where
β == 5and β == 20, than in the other cases.

Again, there seems no relationship between the figures given by the
three theories.

• The correction to the ordinary “ equilibrium" theory is zero in this case.

Q2
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It is important to notice that the effect of the boundaries on the
diurnal tide (which is zero in the complete ocean theory) is to make it to
correspond in luagnitude with the senli-diurnal and in many oases to
predominate , This is fully exhibited in the following table , 、.vhere we
have taken the ratio H 1/H2 = 4'5.* The cases of exaggerated tides due
to approxinlate Bynchronis111 are omitted.

Lat. 30 G , Lat. 14° 30 ’ •

Diurnal. Semi- Diurna l. Semi-

-F-gφQg@-‘
diurna l. diurnal.

β = 10 1'6H。 l'OHH.‘ l'7J{<; ''i3H ,
:ι{깅잉ι 13 = 20 ''iGH 2 ·44H. 1'02Hη ·063H.‘、

β = 40 '20H" '36H~ '58H~ ' 36H 'J

Lat. 30°, Lat. -14" 30 ’ .

〔。ag-=X@ Dim‘nal. Semi- Diurnal. Semi-
diurnal. diurna l.

'S7H" '84H" 2'4Ho ·66H.、

성Z。∞C。
β -= 10

13 = 40 3'8IL '44R‘ 3'SH., ·43 H.,

Note on the “ Corrected EquiZ,ibriu1il ’‘ Theory of the Tides in α

Polar Bαs~//.

In a previous paper (Proceedings , p. 31 ofthe present volume) I have
worked out the dynalllical theory of the tides in a polar basin. In C0111

paring the results obtained with the “ e띤lilibriulIl" results; the uncorrected
forms of the latter were taken. For the tides of the second and third
species the correction is zero, but in the case of those of the first specie년

the correction makes an important difference.
FrOlH 1), 223 of the present paper, the corr‘ected form of the long

period “ equilibrium ,. tide is
'> ,,, , .. 2 I 2

~c. = Ho ; <μ~-물) -놓 (μi+μ1 μ2+μ;- 1) ; ,

where μ1 and μ2 are the boundaries of the zone. If this be changed into
a form suitable for use in a polar basin by puttin당 '/2 =1-μ2， and by
taking μ2 = 1, μ1= ν(1-혜， the result is

t = H o :(월-꺼)-높 (1 - 져)-융ψ1 -녀) ; .

* Darwin, Scient챔c Pape1's, Vol. I , pp , 20 and 21 (tides 1tj and 1\'2)'
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'Ve now repeat the tables on p. 62 of the former paper, substituting
the corrected form of the equilibrium tide.

BOluulαry II} == 윷， Lαt . 75° 30’.

'fide Height at Pole. Tide Height 때 Boundary.

DyTnhaemoriyc.al
COl’rected

Dv“T때빼벼,
Corrected

EqTuhileiobrryiu-m eory. EqTuhileiobrryiu.m

β=5 '0306HfI '0315 .li,. -'0307IlII -'0310HII

8 = 10 '0298H,’ '0315.R‘’ - '0305 .li,1 -'o::n OH II

{3 = 20 '0284.li,1 '0315Ho -'0293H;, -'O::nOR。

β = 40 '0260H‘’ ·0315.R。 -'0270HII -'o:-nOR。

BowulαI'y III == ~.， Lα t . {>OO.

Tide Height at Pole , Tide Height at Boundary ,

DTynhaemol‘i1cal

Corrected
DyTnhaeno1riyG.al

Corrected
EqTuhil‘ibrium EqTuhiltibl·iumeo l' V , eory , eory.

13=5 '117H.I ·128.li, . - '115 .li" - '122.li, .

13 = 10 '105HtI '128Ho -'1l2H II -'li2HIl

{3 = 20 '0887H.。 '128HfI - '103 .H;, -'U2HII

{3 = 40 ·0668.li,’ '128 H;, -'0899.H;, -'122HII

It is noticeable that the “ corrected equilibrium" theory gives a fair
approximation to the dynamical theory when the basin is 8111all and the
depth great. The approximation is not so good (for values of II == μ) as in
the case of a zonal ocean near the equator. If the matter be examined
analytically in the same manner as is done on p. 224 of this paper, the
reasons for the less satisfactory approxim빠ion become obvious.




